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INTRODUCTION 
In many respects Becker’s theory of orderings of higher level is very 
much reminiscent of the familiar Artin-Schreier theory of ordered fields. A 
few examples of similarities are: Fields with higher level orderings have real 
closures [1,3]. Orderings of higher level can be used to study sums of 
powers in fields [3, 41. There is a theory of Witt rings for fields with higher 
level preorderings [7, 81. However, among all these similarities one very 
obvious difference stands out: A field with a higher level ordering has non- 
isomorphic real closures. Becker showed that in order to describe the 
isomorphism classes of real closures a whole sequence of higher level 
orderings is required [ 1, p. 162, Theorem 121. Subsequently, this has been 
relined and reformulated through the introduction of chains of higher level 
orderings [ 121 and chain signatures [27] (see alo [ 10, 11 I). 
In view of this situation one should expect that if results from the usual 
theory of ordered fields (level 1) carry over to the case of orderings of 
higher level then quite different results will also be brought in by the chains 
of higher level orderings. The purpose of this paper is to look for such 
results in the theory of higher level Witt rings developed recently by Becker 
and Rosenberg [7, 81. To keep things from getting too complicated this 
will be done only for the case where all levels are powers of 2. Thus, 
throughout. the term “higher level” will be synonymous with “level 2” for 
some n.” IV,, = W,,(K) denotes the Witt ring of the field K with respect to 
the higher level preordering K, = C K2” (nonzero sums of 2”th powers of 
9 
Just as the use of signatures [S] leads to homomorphisms W, -+ @ [7], 
chain signatures lead to homomorphisms 
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in a very natural way. In Section 1 it is shown how these homomorphisms 
can be used to define a sequence 
Wnin c w, - yn = . ’ * c WOln = w, 
of subrings of W,. The rings W,,, are naturally isomorphic to the reduced 
Witt ring of the real holomorphy ring of K [25, 263. There are 
epimorphisms Wlln -+ W,,n_ 1 and isomorphisms Wi/, -+ W, + I,n + 1. These 
homomorphisms are used in Section 2 to establish connections between the 
minimal prime ideals in the different rings W,,. The background for the 
interest in minimal prime ideals is the result of Becker and Rosenberg that 
minimal prime ideals of W, correspond to higher level orderings of K [S, 
Theorem 6.41. Thus, a chain PO, PI ,..., P, of higher level orderings of K 
corresponds to a sequence pO, p, ,..., p, of prime ideals of W,. Since P, does 
not uniquely determine the beginning PO,..., P,_, of the chain of higher 
level orderings, the prime ideal pn does not uniquely determine the 
sequence po,..., pII- r of prime ideals. In the ring W,,, the situation is dif- 
ferent: The sequence p. n Wlln,..., pn n W,,, is completely determined by 
p,? n Wl.ln. Thus, a minimal prime ideal of W,,, defines a homomorphism 
W,//# --t z[2t,/znt,], 
whereas the corresponding result for W,, is not true. This raises the 
problem of studying the extension W,,, c W,. With each prime ideal 
P = WI,?, one can associate a valuation ring J(p) in K (Section 3). It turns 
out that, for each prime ideal q c W, extending p, J(p) is the Jacob ring 
[6, 14, 151 of the ordering Q of higher level associated with q. This result is 
of fundamental importance for the rest of the paper. 
Every homomorphism 
w, --+ zQ/2Q,] 
determines a sequence po,..., pn of minimal prime ideals of W,. By using 
results about fans contained in [S, Sect. 71, it is discussed in Section 4 how 
close this sequence is to a sequence of prime ideals defined by a chain 
signature. It turns out that at least the sequence po,..., p,- 1 is defined by a 
chain signature. 
Section 5 contains an investigation of the set of all extensions 
fp: w, -+ L[9,/2n&J 
of a given homomorphism 
($2: w,,, -+ E[2f2/2”&]. 
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This is done by associating with q a preordering Q of higher level and by 
determining the structure of the Witt ring W&C). This is a group ring over 
a reduced Witt ring of level 1. Every extension 4 of CP factors through the 
natural homomorphism W, + WQ(K). 
Finally, the relationship between such homomorphisms cp and 4 is 
analysed from a different point of view. 4 determines a homomorphism 
which is (by the results of Section 4) induced by a chain signature. The 
question treated in Section 6 is: To what extent does 4 determine q? In 
complete generality there is not much connection between these two 
homomorphisms. However, if one is interested only in homomorphisms 4 
which come from chain signatures and which define $ then all the restric- 
tions d/ Wlln agree. This is precisely the case for a wider class of 
homomorphisms 
called pseudo-chains. As a consequence, all pseudo-chains of W,, can be 
determined in terms of the homomorphisms of W,?- 1 induced by chain 
signatures and the homomorphisms W,, + G induced by signatures. 
This paper leaves some questions unanswered. For example, one might 
be interested in properties of the rings W,,,,. These are all abstract Witt 
rings in the sense of [19]. For W,,,?, one knows from [26] that this is the 
Witt ring of an abstract space of orderings in the sense of Marshall 
[21-241 having the SAP. W, was investigated in [7, S]. However, nothing 
is known about the intermediate rings. Abstract Witt rings for groups of 
exponent 2 were investigated in [ 17, 18-J. An open problem is: Which of 
the properties discussed in these references do the rings W, _ 1,,, have? 
Notation and Terminology. For a ring A, A* is the group of units. Let K 
be a field. All fields are assumed to be formally real. Then the group K, of 
nonzero sums of 2”th powers in K is a pre-ordering of level 2”- ‘. W, is the 
reduced Witt ring of K with respect to this preordering. In addition, W, is 
the reduced Witt ring of K (i.e., W, = W,). If WQ(K) is the Witt ring for 
the preordering Q c K* and if a E K* then ri is the corresponding element 
of WQ(K). Also, if a E K*/Q, then B will also denote the canonical image in 
WQ(K). N, is the real holomorphy ring of K, Hi is the group of totally 
positive elements of H,. ,U c C is the group of roots of unity, ~(2”) are the 
2”th roots of unity. O(2”) is the ring of integers in the cyclotomic field 
generated by ,u(2”). If 0: K*/K, + ~(2”) is a signature then the induced 
homomorphism W(o): W, + C will also be called a signature. For 
n E N, = { 0, 1,2,...}, H,, = 2”2,. All orderings of higher level are of 2-power 
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level. Correspondingly, chain signatures are homomorphisms 
K* --f Z* x Ho. p: Z* x H, -+ Ho is the projection, p,,: H, -+ Ho/H, is 
canonical. n, is the homomorphism (id, p,): Z* x Ho -+ Z* x Ho/H,. Iff is 
a chain signature then f, denotes rrnJ K(K) is the space of all chain 
signatures of K. As pointed out above, a chain signature f determines a 
homomorphism W,(f): IV, -+ Z[H,/H,]. W,(f) will be called a chain 
signature of W,. If A c IV, is a subring then W,(f) / A is also called a 
chain signature of A. If R is a ring and G is a group then the elements of 
the group ring R[G] are denoted by CgeC r,[g]. 
1. A SYSTEM OF SUBRINGS OF W,, 
Becker and Rosenberg defined the Witt ring W,? to be a subring of the 
ring C(X( K,,), C) of continuous functions from the space X(K,) of 
signatures to the field of complex numbers (with the discrete topology) 
[7]. The space x(K) of chain signatures of K can be used to give a different 
representation of W,, .
A chain signature f E x(K) defines a homomorphism f,, : 
K* -+ Z* x Ho/H,,, which in turn yields a homomorphism f;: 
Z[K*] + Z[N,/H,,] of group rings. fi, factors through W,, to give W&f): 
W,, -+ Z[H,/H,,]. To see this, it suffices to show that 
for all a, b E K* with a + b E K* (see [7, Theorem 4.141; the other relations 
mentioned there hold trivially). Using the valuation associated with f [27, 
Corollary 21 this can be proved by simple valuation theoretic com- 
putations. 
Putting together the chain signatures W,(f) of the ring r;/, one obtains 
a ring homomorphism 
i,: W, -+ Z[H,/H,]“‘? cp -+ (f -+ W,(f)(q)). 
To establish a connection between chain signatures and signatures we fix 
(by induction) primitive 2”th roots of unity z, such that zi + I = z, for all IZ. 
Then we define homomorphisms 
a,: Z* x Ho/H, -+ ~(2”): (E, 1 + H,) -+ Ez,. 
These maps are fixed throughout the entire paper. Then 
Pm: x(K) -+ WL): f -+ a,.fn 
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is continuous with respect to the topologies of x(K) [27] and X(K,) [7]. 
Moreover, /?, is surjective since for every signature o EX(K,) there is a 
chain signature f defining G [27, Proposition 51. 
M,, also determines a ring homomorphism 
y, : Z[H,/H,] --t O(29. 
Both rings are endowed with the discrete topology. Becker and Rosenberg 
defined W,, as a subring of the ring C(X(K,), O(2”)) of continuous 
functions from X(K,,) to O(2”) [7, Definition 4.21. The homomorphism i,, 
defined above gives us a different representation of W,: 
PROPOSITION 1. i,, maps W,, injectively into the ring C(lc(K), Z[ HO/H,]) 
of continuous functions from K(K) to ZIHO/H,,]. 
Proof For the moment, let 6 and iF be the images of a E K* in W, and 
in 22 [HO/H,,] h-(K), respectively. Since W, is additively generated by 
(6 1 a E K* > [7, Definition 4.21, it suffices to prove that iF is continuous for 
all a E K* in order to show that i,( W,,) c C(rc(K), Z[H,, H,,]). However, 
this is immediately clear from the definition of the topology of K(K). 
fi,, and y,, define homomorphisms 
B,,: CW(K,), W”)) -+ C(W), WY): cp -+ dL> 
r,,: C(K(K), ZCffoIffnI) + C(M), W”)): v * Y,V. 
B,, is injective since /3, is surjective. The commutative diagram 
w,, -----L C(WG> ~CHoIH,I 1 
I: i 
r” 
C(xWn), W”)) A C(lc(K), U(2”)) 
finishes the proof. g 
Because of Proposition 1, the higher level Witt rings will be considered 
as subrings of the rings C(lc(K), L[H,/H,] ) of continuous functions. In 
particular, the canonical image of a E K* in C(lc(K), Z[ HO/H,]) will be 
denoted by 6. As a continuous function on K(K), ci is given by 
w-I= fo(a)Cpn Pf(a)l. 
The canonical homomorphism HO/H, + HO/H, (m <n) defines a ring 
homomorphism ~CHoIHnI + ~C~oIffmI which yields another 
homomorphism 
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Clearly, this leads to an epimorphism 
For all ie IO,..., n}, define 
K,,,, = {UE K* ) ri(f)~Z[H,/H,l for all f E K(K)). 
W,,,, is defined to be the subring of W, generated by the l-dimensional 
forms ci, a E K ,,“. In particular, W,, = Wo,,, and W,,, = W, = W, = Wolo is 
the reduced Witt ring of level 1. If i< m <n the epimorphism pf defined 
above clearly leads to an epimorphism 
P r/m. ,,n . w,,, -+ w,,rn. 
For i G j < n the canonical inclusion W,,, -+ W,,* is denoted by eJ$. To sim- 
plify the notation we will omit sub- and supercripts whenever the meaning 
is clear from the context. 
Since each W,,,, is the torsion-free epimorphic image of the group ring 
Z[K,,,,/K,,] (with K,,,/K,, a 2-group), all W,, are abstract Witt rings in the 
sense of [ 19, Definition 3.121. Thus, we have the following system of 
abstract Witt rings: 
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For a closer examination of the rings W,,, it is useful first to look at the 
generating elements: 
LEMMA 2. For a E K* the following properties are equivalent: 
(4 a E K,,, . 
(b) v(a) E r2’ for all real valuations v: K* -+ IY 
ProoJ Suppose that aE K,,,,. Then pf(a) E H, for all f E rc(K). Let v: 
K* -+ r be a real valuation and assume, by contradiction, that v(a) # r2’. 
Let g,: K* --f Z* be the signature of a total order compatible with v and let 
vO: K* + r, be the natural valuation of g,. Then vO(a) $ rf since v factors 
through q,. r,/rf is a free 2/2’Z-module. Hence there is an epimorphism 
such that @v,(a) rf) # 0. As in [27, Proof of Proposition 51, one finds a 
commutative diagram 
But then h(v,(a)) $ H,. Together g, and h define a chain signature g [27, 
Sect. 11. By construction we have d(g) $ Z* x H,/H,,, a contradiction. 
Conversely, suppose that 6 $ W,,,,. Then there is some f E K(K) such that 
ci(f)#Z*~H~jH,,. Let v: K* + r be the valuation associated with f [27, 
Corollary 21. Then pf factors through r [27, Corollary 21, and, since 
pf(a) q! H,, this implies that v(a) 6 T”. 1 
Reference [4] contains some information about the meaning of the 
valuation theoretic condition in Lemma 2: 
LEMMA 3. If ia 1, then, for a E K*, the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(a) If v: K* + r is a real valuation then v(a) E r2’. 
(b) aE H,*Ki. 
(c) a E HK*IC;Z’-‘. 
ProoJ: This is immediate from [4, Lemma 1.8, Theorem 1.91. 1 
From Lemmas 2 and 3 it is clear that W,,,, (n 2 i> 1) is generated by the 
l-dimensional forms 6, a E H,, K,. In particular, there is a homomorphism 
H,, K, -+ W$, . 
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LEMMA 4. K,, is the kernel of the natural homomorphism H,. K, -+ W$. 
Proof If a E K,, then f(a) E { 1) x H,, for all f E x(K), i.e., B = 1 in W,j,,. 
Conversely, assume that f(a) E { 1 } x H,, for all f E k-(K). In particular, for 
all signatures g of total orders of K this means g(a)= 1. Thus, aE K1. 
Moreover, a E H,, K, by Lemma 3. Setting a = a’a” with a’ E H,, and 
a” E K,,, one find 
a’=zsH 
a” 
Ke n K, = H; c K,, 
[4, Theorem 1.61. This proves that a E K,,. 1 
If i = n then we have in particular 
H,,K,,/K,, E H&H,, n K, = HJHK+, 
and W,,i,, is generated by the image of H,, in W,. The composition of the 
canonical homomorphisms 
is the identity. Thus, the composition of the induced homomorphisms 
C(dK), z) + UK(K), zCH,IH,,I) 
C(dKL ~CH,IH,,I) -+ C(k-(0 ZI 
is the identity as well. This leads to a monomorphism WrIj,, -+ IV, which 
factors in the following way: 
It follows that pe: W,,,,, + W,,- I,n-, is a monomorphism. Both rings are 
generated by the canonical image of H,*. Thus, pe turns out to be precisely 
an isomorphism. 
By [25, 261, the reduced Witt ring W&H,) of the real holomorphy 
ring of K is additively generated by the l-dimensional forms 4, a E H,, . 
Moreover, W,,,(H,) is a subring of the reduced Witt ring IV,, = W,,,(K) of 
K. Thus, W,,,(H,) is precisely the subring of IV, generated by the ldimen- 
sional forms Li, a E HKI, i.e., W,,,(H,) is the image of pe: Wnln -+ W,. We 
have proved 
THEOREM 5. pe: W ,,,,, -+ W, maps W+ isomorphically onto W,,(H,). 
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Based on this result W,,, will be identified with W,,,(H,) for all n > 1. 
Then the homomorphisms pe: W,,,,, -+ W,, _ iln _ i are simply the identity. 
Theorem 5 can be used to prove the following result concerning the 
structure of the rings Wzln: 
PROPOSITION 6. For n 3 i 3 1 there is a direct decomposition 
W,,,, = W,,,(ff,) 0 6 
where IC Wi,,, is the ideal generated as a W,,,(H,)-module by the forms 
l-6, UEK,. 
ProoJ: By Theorem 5, 
Wre,(H,) = Wn,n 2 W P l/11 + W;,, = Wre,(H,) 
is the identity, i.e., p has a canonical section and W,,,, decomposes as 
Setting I= ker(p) it remains to show that I is generated by the forms 
1 - 6, a E K,. Clearly, all these forms belong to I. So, suppose that 
f =ci, + ... +6, EZ 
with a, ,..., a, E H,&. Thus, each a, is of the form a, = uiay with ai E H,, 
and a; E K,. Since p(aT) = 1 for all j it follows from p(f) = 0 that 
f =$ + ... +&p(f) 
=$ + ..’ + a:- ($+ ... +z) 
= -$(*-$ . . . -& -2). 1 
For the group H,,K,/K, of additive generators of W,, there is a similar 
decomposition: 
LEMMA 7. For n B i 2 1, H,*K,/K, = H,,K,JK,, 0 KJK,,. 
ProoJ: It suffices to show that the decomposition is direct. So, pick 
a E H,,K, n K,, a = ala” with a’ E HK*, a” E K,. NOW 
a’=aEHKInK,=Hs=K,, 
a” 
[4, Theorem 1.61 shows that aE K,,, as desired. 1 
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The next main result is that there is a canonical isomorphism between 
W,h and W, + f/n + j. In preparation for this we will first show that there is 
an isomorphism KJK,, -+ K,, I,n+ ,. In view of Lemma 7 this will 
immediately prove that the groups H,*K,/K, and H,*Ki+,/Kn+., of 
generators of W,,, and W,, ,,,,+ j are isomorphic. For a E K, let 6 E KJK, be 
the canonical image. 
LEMMA 8. cp: K/K, --+ K,, ,lK,+,: ki -+ 2 is an isomorphism. 
ProoJ: If a E K, = HK+KT-’ [4, Theorem 1.91 then a”’ E K,+, = 
H: KT+‘-‘. In the same way a E K,, implies a” E K,+I. Thus, the diagram 
shows that q is a homomorphism. 
q is surjective: Pick aE K,+,, a=a’a” with a’E H,f, a” G KY”-’ [4, 
Theorem 1.91. By Hi c K,, + , [4, Theorem 1.61, 2 = i, i.e., ii =;;“. There is 
some b E q’+’ such that a” = b2’. But then (p(6) = 5, and cp is surjective. 
cp is injective: Pick a E K, with a2’ E K,? +,. Again, by [4, Theorem 1.91, 
one has a = a’a” and a2’ = b’b” with a’, b’ E HK+, a” E q’-‘, b” E c+‘-‘. Let 
CEG- be such that c2’ = b”. Then 
b’ = (ura”/c)2i E H$ c H,, 
shows that a’a”/c E H,* since H, is integrally closed. By definition of a’, ~7”~ 
c, we know that a’a”lc E K1. This implies a’a”/c E Hs, i.e., 
[4, Theorem 1.91, and cp is injective. I 
Between the cyclic groups Hi/H, and H,, ,/H,+, of order 2”-’ there is a 
similar isomorphism: 
*:HiIH,~Hi.,IH,,j:2’-tH,~2’+J$-H,,,. 
Let f~ K(K) be a chain signature and consider the restriction 
f:H,*K,-,Z*xH,. 
Then f(HK*) c Z* x (0) and f(K,)c(l}xH,. Thus, for any n>i>l, 
f defines a ring homomorphism 
W,,,(H,) = Wn,n -+ z 
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and a homomorphism 
of group rings. The group isomorphisms q and tj introduced above lead to 
the isomorphisms 
LEMMA 9. Ifn>i>l andj>O then $F=Fq5. 
ProoJ: Trivially. the diagram of restrictions 
WmdH,) = W,,jn AL 
i 
W,,,(H,)= W,z+7/rl+, F z 
commutes. So, it remains to prove commutativity of 
This is clear however since all maps involved are homomorphisms. 1 
Lemma 9 says that a certain diagram is commutative for all chain 
signatures. By putting all these diagrams together one obtains the com- 
mutative diagram 
w,,,,,[IKlKl - WfJKJ”‘K’ 
I 
W ,,+~,l,,+,ITK~+iiK~:,l+II - ZIH,+,/Hn+jIKcK) 
The images of the horizontal maps are W,,, and Wi+ Iln+I. Restricting the 
right vertical map, one obtains an isomorphism of these Witt rings: 
THEOREM 10. The homomorphism 
which restricts to the identity on Wred( HK) and maps 2 to a2’ for a E K,, is an 
isomorphism. 
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It is important to note that 1: W,,,, --+ W, + ,,,,+ ~ is not the inverse of the 
homomorphism pe: W,, ,,11+, -+ Wt,,l considered earlier. In fact, it is clear 
that pe is not surjective. 
The fact that W,, and W, + Jin + I are isomorphic for n 2 i 2 1 immediately 
raises the question what the connection is between W,, and Wlin+ {. The 
definition of the isomorphism E depends mainly on the fact that H,* K,/K,, 
admits a canonical direct decomposition for all n Z i 3 1. For K*/K,, there 
is no such canonical decomposition. Therefore, one cannot expect a 
canonical homomorphism W,, --, W ,,,, +, . Nevertheless, it is possible to 
establish some connections between these rings, as is shown in Section 4. 
2. PRIME IDEALS IN THE WITT RINGS W,:, 
The rings W,,,? are all torsion-free abstract Witt rings in the sense of [19, 
Definition 3.121. The results in [ 19, Sect. 3 J give the following information 
on the prime ideals of Wl+,: Wli,, has Krull dimension I. A prime ideal is 
minimal precisely when it is not maximal. The minimal prime ideals are the 
kernels of homomorphisms W,,,, -+ O(2”). The maximal prime ideals are 
the kernels of homomorphisms W,,,? -+ O(2”) + F: where F is a finite field. 
If char(J) =2 then the kernel of this homomorphism is the fundamentai 
ideal which contains all the minimal prime ideals of Wilrl. Otherwise the 
maximal ideal contains exactly one minimal prime ideal. 
In [S, Sect. 61 it is shown that the minimal prime ideals of W,, corre- 
spond to orderings of level at most 2”-‘. Mainly because of this result we 
are also interested in the minimal prime ideals of the rings W,,,,. 
Since W,,,, c W,, is a ring extension [9, p. 961, Proposition 16 shows that 
for any minimal prime ideal p c W,,, there is a minimal prime ideal q c W,, 
extending p. Moreover, WI,,, c W,, is an integral extension so that every 
prime ideal of W,, extending p is minimal. Conversely, if q c W,, is a 
minimal prime ideal then its restriction q n W,,,, is minimal as well. Thus, 
there is a surjective map 
Specmin( W,,) -+ Specmin( W,,,). 
Let q c W,, be a minimal prime ideal, Q c K* the corresponding ordering 
of higher level [S, Sect. 61. By 127, Proposition 51, there is a chain 
signature f whose corresponding chain of higher level orderings contains Q. 
f determines the ring homomorphism W,,(f): W,, --+ Z[H,/N,,] defined in 
Section 1. Composing W,,(f) with the homomorphisms ZIHO/H,,] -+ 
Z[H,/H,,] + 0(2n’) (where the last map is y,), one obtains a sequence 
q. ,..., qR = q of prime ideals of W,,. Since the minimal prime ideals 
of Z[H,/H,,] are known to be the kernels of the homomorphisms 
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Z[H,,/H,] + Z[H,/H,J -+ 0(2m) [19, Lemma 3.11, we see that the q1 can 
also be described as the inverse images of the minimal prime ideals of 
Z[H,/H,] under W,(j). Clearly, this is the sequence of prime ideals 
belonging to the beginning of the chain of higher level orderings which is 
defined by J: For the given higher level ordering Q, in general, there are 
many different beginnings for chains of higher level orderings passing 
through Q. Correspondingly, there are different chain signatures defining 
Q, and there are different sequences of prime ideals of W, defined by chain 
signatures and ending in q. 
Now let f be a chain signature. Then in every ring WIIH there is a 
sequence q,$,,, 0 < j < n, of prime ideals defined through f as the kernels of 
w,, -+ w,, a Z[H,/H,,] -+ Z[H,/H,] --L O(2’). 
Using the homomorphisms e, p, E defined in Section 1, we obtain the 
following connections between these prime ideals: 
THEOREM 11. For every (noncommutative!) triangle 
(1 <i,j<n) we have q~,,+,=p-I&-‘e-‘(q~~;,fl,) (with O<k<n). 
Prooj (This form of the proof was suggested by E. Becker.) The 
theorem is immediately clear if we prove q& = E- ‘(qf$,& + 1). If k < i then 
4 $r, = qj,,, 4%>,* + I = 4: T- t/,7 + 1 2 and we see that it suffices to prove the claim 
for i<k<n. 
In the diagram 
WI,,, - zCH,IH,I Yk Wk) 
I 
E 
I I 
W 
Yk + 1 
,+ l/n+ I __f Z[rHi+,/Hk+,I - 0(2k+ ‘) 
the left-hand square commutes by definition of E. In order to prove com- 
mutativity of the right-hand square it is sufficient o look at [2’ + Hk]. This 
element is mapped in the following way: 
[2’+H,] - Z; 
I I 
P’+‘+H,c+11 
*,+ I - zk+l=z; 
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(see Section 1 for the definition of zk, zk+ r). Thus, the above diagram com- 
mutes. Since the prime ideals in question are the kernels of the horizontal 
homomorphisms in the diagram the claim is proved. 1 
A consequence of Theorem 11 is that if p,,..., pII c W,,, (1 < i Q nf is a 
sequence of prime ideals determined by a chain signature then the last 
prime ideal uniquely determines all the prime ideals coming before it. Thus, 
there is only one chain signature of W,,,, defining p,, (up to automorphisms 
of zCH,Iff,,I 1: 
COROLLARY 12. If p c W,,,, ( 1 < i d n) is a prime ideal then there is one 
and (up to automorphisms of Z[ H,/H,,] ) onlv one chain signature of W,,,, 
defining p. 
Proof We noted at the beginning of this section that there is a chain 
signature inducing p. Uniqueness: Let f be any chain signature defining p. 
Then ker(f) is a fan [27, Corollary 31 and, hence, ker(A,) is a fan. Thus, 
W kerCf,,,(K) is a group ring Z[G] with G a subgroup of Ho/H,,. The image 
of J%,, in Wker( f,,) (K) is a group ring Z[G’] with G’ c G a subgroup. The 
kernel of W,,(f): W,,,, --f Z[H,/H,,] is the intersection of the sequence of 
minimal prime ideals determined by p. Theorem 11 shows that the kernel is 
independent of the chain signature ,f chosen. Thus, Z[G’] is independent of 
the chain signature. Moreover, Z[G’] is always imbedded in Z[H;/H,,j 
through an imbedding of G’ in H,/H,,. Since these are cyclic groups such 
an imbedding is unique up to an automorphism of H,IH,,. i 
As was noted before, the statement of Corollary 12 is false for i = 0. 
Thus, in contrast to the rings Will2 for 1 < i, in W,, a chain signature carries 
more information than a signature. Therefore, an interesting problem is to 
study all the extensions W,, + Z[ Ho/H,,] of a given chain signature of 
W,,,. This question is considered in Section 5. 
3. JACOB RINGS 
In this section we will see that (except in trivial cases) any prime ideal 
pc W;,,, determines a valuation ring of the field K. In certain cases these 
valuation rings coincide with the valuation ring O(K, P) introduced by 
Jacob in 114, 151 (see also [6]). 
We start by constructing a valuation ring for any ordering of higher 
level. So, let P be any ordering of higher level, and pick some i E N. Then 
set 
J;(P)=O, u o,, 
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0, = {XEKI x2’$P & (1 +X)2’EP}, 
02 ={xdI x%P&xO1 CO,}. 
We will see that J,(P) is a valuation ring. (This particular construction 
of J,(P) was suggested by E. Becker and is essentially the same as the 
construction of the Jacob ring in [6, 151.) 
THEOREM 13. J,(P) is a valuation ring. It is the coarsest valuation ring 
compatible with P such that P induces an ordering of level at most 2’-’ on 
the residue field. J,(P) is nontrivial if and only if the level of P is at least 2’. 
Prooj Let V be any valuation ring compatible with P, A(P) the finest 
valuation ring compatible with P (see [ 11). Thus, A(P) c V. Let R be the 
residue field of V, P the ordering of higher level induced by P on K. Let v: 
K* --+ r be the valuation belonging to A(P). Then V belongs to some con- 
vex subgroup d c r. Now P is an ordering of level at most 2’- ’ if and only 
if R, c P (recall that X, is the group of nonzero sums of 2’th powers in R). 
This is equivalent to R*2’~P. Since R*2’ is the image of V**’ under the 
place V+ $ this is equivalent to V*2’ c P (note that P is compatible with 
V). Also, this is equivalent to the condition that A2’-’ c u(P). For, suppose 
that V*2’ c P, and consider 6 EA. Then 6 = u(x) for some XE V*. By 
hypothesis, x2’ E P, i.e., x*‘+‘EPu -P, and it follows that 
p-1 = v(x)“-’ E v(P). Conversely, assume that d2’-’ c v(P), and pick some 
x E V*. Then 6 = v(x) E d, and it follows that 0(x2’-‘) E u(P), i.e., x2’-’ = uy 
with ugA(P)*, yeP. Thus, .x2’=u2y2eP since A(P)*cP. 
Now let V be the largest valuation ring compatible with P such that B 
has level at most 2’- ‘. Clearly, the level of P is < 2’-’ if and only if I/= K. 
It remains to prove that V= J,(P). 
Suppose that x E 0,. Since x2’ # P it is clear that x $ A(P)* (observe that 
A(P)** c P). Assume that x 6 A(P). Then we have 
( 1 
2’ 
1,; EP 
since 1 4 I(P) c P (where I(P) c A(P) is the maximal ideal). This implies 
x2’= (l-M2 Ep 
(1 + l/x)2’ ’ 
a contradiction. Thus we see that x E I(P) c V. 
Next, pick x E 0, and assume that x # V. Let A’ c r be the convex sub- 
group generated by v(x). Since x 4 V we know that A $ A’. Thus, there is 
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some 1 > 6 = v(y) E A’ such that we also have 6*‘-’ $ u(P). Replacing .x by a 
sufficiently high power x” (for which we also have x1’ E O,, x” 6 V) we may 
assume that 1 > u(y) > v(x- ‘). Since y*’ E P would imply y*‘-’ E P u -P 
and, hence, v(y)*‘-’ E u(P), we see that y2’ $ P. But y E 1(P) so that 
(l+y)*‘~P holds. This shows that y~0,. Now u(xy)>l so that 
xy & A(P). Moreover, x2’ E P, y2’ 6 P imply that (xy)” & P and also 
(1 + xy)“’ $ P. Thus xy $0,) a contradiction to the choice of x E 0, and the 
fact (proved above) that y E 0,. Altogether, this proves J,(P) c V, 
Finally, we have to prove the other inclusion: Suppose that x E v\J,(P) 
and u(x) E A. By the definition of V’ this implies that Up’-’ E v(P), hence 
x7’ E P. If we pick y E 0, it must be shown that xy E O1. Since y*’ 4 P it is 
clear that (.~-y)~‘$ P. If v(xy) < 1, then we see immediately that 
(1 + xq’)?‘~ P, and xy E 0, as desired. On the other hand, if v(xy) > 1, then 
1 3 u( j>) 2 a(_~ - ’ ). This implies v( y ) E A and, hence, y*’ E P, a contradiction. 
Now suppose that x E I”\J,(P) and v(x) 6 A. Then we have x E I(P). If 
x2’ E P then we conclude as before that .x E Oz. If x7’ $ P then we see that 
1 +x~l +I(P)cP, hence (l+_x)Z’EP and xEO1. fl 
Returning to the minimal prime ideals of the abstract Witt rings W,,,lr we 
have the following result: 
COROLLARY 14. If p c W,,,, is a minimal prime ideal, then, for any ovo 
orderings P and Q qf higher level defining p, \+‘e have J,(P) = J;(Q). 
Proof For any s E K the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) 5”~ P 
(b) 1 -.&p 
(c) x2’ E Q. 
The definition of J,(P) and J,(Q) now proves the claim. i 
DEFINITION 15 (cf. [6, Proposition 3.21). If P c K* is a preordering 
which is compatible with a valuation such that P induces a preordering of 
level at most 2’- ’ on the residue field then there is a coarsest such 
valuation. The corresponding valuation ring is called the ith Jacob ring of 
P and is denoted by J,(P). If there is a valuation ring such that P induces a 
total order on the residue field then the largest such valuation ring is called 
the Jacob ring of P and is denoted by J(P). If p c W,,.,, is a minimal prime 
ideal then for all higher level orderings P, Q defining p the ith Jacob rings 
agree (Corollary 14). This valuation ring is called the Jacob ring of p and is 
denoted by J(p). 
Again, let p c W,,, be a minimal prime ideal and set 
4=“-1(P)c W,+l,n, r=E-‘(q)c W+1. 
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PROPOSITION 16. J(p)cJ(q)=J(r). 
ProoJ: By Theorem 11 there is a chain signature defining p, q, r. Let 
P,,_ I and P, be the higher level orderings of the corresponding chain defin- 
ing r and p. The definition of the Jacob ring of a prime ideal shows that 
J(p) = Ji(P,,), J(q) = J,, ,(P,!), J(r) = J,(P,- 1). It is clear from the 
definition that J(p) c J(q). Let A be the smallest valuation ring compatible 
with the chain signature, hence also with P,?_, and P, [27, Corollary 21. 
Let A, d’c r be the convex subgroups of the value group of A 
corresponding to J(q) and J(r). By the proof of Theorem 13 we know that 
A is the largest convex subgroup of r such that 
A2’ c o(P,) 
(u is the valuation of A). Similarly, A’ c r is the largest convex subgroup 
such that 
A”‘-’ c u(P,,p ,). 
From the connections between the chain signature and the valuation v 
established in [27, Corollary 21, it is clear that v(P,,) = u(P,,_, )‘. This 
shows that A = A’. 1 
4. CHAIN SIGNATURES AND Hom( IV,,, Z[ H,,/E;I,,] )
So far in this paper the only homomorphisms W,, --) Z[H,,/H,] con- 
sidered were chain signatures. In this section we consider such arbitrary 
homomorphisms for the first time. It will be shown that such 
homomorphisms are always closely related to chain signatures. 
Becker and Rosenberg showed that the Witt ring WQ(K) of a preorder- 
ing Q of higher level is a group ring of the form 0(2n)[G] precisely when 
Q is a fan [S, Sect. 71. Now suppose that q: W,, -+ Z[H,/H,] is an 
arbitrary homomorphism. By a theorem of Higman [ 131 the units of finite 
order in Z[H,/H,,] are the elements of the form &[A], EEL*, he Ho/H,. 
Thus, q induces a homomorphism q’: K* --+ K*/K,* -+ Z x Ho/H,,. ker(cp’) 
is a preordering of higher level. Moreover, it is clear that the image of q~ is 
a group ring Z[H,/H,,] and that q factors through the canonical 
homomorphism W,? --+ W,,,,,,,(K): 
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LEMMA 17. (p is an &morphism and ker(cp’) is a fan. 
Proof. If it has been shown that (p is an isomorphism then [8, Sect. 73 
shows that ker(lrp’) is a fan. We will prove that the kernels of q and v agree. 
ker(v) c ker(cp) is clear. To prove the other inclusion observe that the 
forms 1 - 6, a E ker(cp’) are contained both in ker(cp) and in kerfv). So, it 
suffices to prove that these forms generate ker(cp). Suppose that p E ker(go) 
and write 
P=(G + ... +a?,)+ ... +(a:, f ... +a$), 
where 
cp’(+) = * q’(a,J = . . . = 5 cp’(a,,,), 
cp’ta,,) + f @(a,,) for ifk. 
Let h, E H,/H,, and &(a,,) E Z* be such that 
4(arl) = &tar1 )Ch,l. 
Then it is clear that 
&(a,,)+ ... + Gad = 0 
for all i = l,..,, s. In particular, Y, E 2Z, say Y, = 2t,. We may assume that 
1 = E(Q) = ... =~(a,,,)= -E(ajt,+,)= ... = --E(a,,). 
It follows that 
/-A 
cp(a:+a ,,,+,)=(l+(-l))Ch,l=O 
for all p = l,..., t,. Therefore, 
and -a ,,,+ palp1 E kertcp’). I 
Lemma 17 shows that fans play an important role in the investigation of 
homomorphisms W,, -+ Z[N,/H,]. The fans appearing in this context are 
of a very special nature. It is clear that (with the above notation) ker(q’) is 
the intersection of a total order with an ordering of higher level. 
Again, let cp: W,, -+ Z[Hi/H,] be an epimorphism and define cp’ as 
above. Defining P,_, to be the kernel of 
x~-,:K* ‘p’ CZ*xHilH,-+Z”xH,JH, a, /.42M--j) 
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for all m = j,..., n, we obtain a sequence of higher level orderings (since 
ker(cp’) is a fan). Clearly, if cp is a chain signature then this is the beginning 
of a chain of higher level orderings. In general we can prove the following: 
PROPOSITION 18 (cf. [12]). The subgroups PO,..., P,_, cK* have the 
following properties: 
(1) PO, PI are total orders. 
(b) Pk is an ordering of level 2k-’ for k3 1. 
(C) For k3 1, Pk+i U -Pk+i =(PO nPk)u -(PO npk). 
ProoJ It has already been noted that each Pk is an ordering of higher 
level. Since the image of xrnP, is cyclic of order max(2, 2m-‘} the 
statements on the levels are proved. It remains to verify (c). Let a;-, be 
the composition 
Z” x Hi/H,, -, Z” x H,/H, I, p(2-J). 
The computation 
(4&+ 1 I(&, h + H,) = ~a;+ ,((E, h + HJ2) 
=~a;,+~(l,2h+H,)=~(z~+,)~ 
= EZ; = a;(&, h + H,,) 
shows that 
2 
Xk+1 =XkXO, 
Since xEPk+i u -Pk+i if and only if xi+ r(x) = 1 and also 
x E (PO n Pk) u -(PO n Pk) if and only if xk(x) x0(x) = 1, the claim is now 
clear. 1 
Thus, this sequence of higher level orderings has the same properties 
which define chains of higher level orderings [12]. However, since the 
sequence is finite this need not be the beginning of a chain of higher level 
orderings. But, of course, one should expect that the sequence is related to 
some chain of higher level orderings. This will be made precise now. 
Keeping the above notation, the fan ker(cp’) is compatible with a 
valuation v such that ker(rp’) induces a trivial fan T= r n z on the 
residue field R [4, Theorem 3.111. 
PROPOSITION 19. If T = T, = E is a total order then P, ,..., P, _, is the 
beginning of a chain of higher level orderings. 
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Proof: Consider the short exact sequence 
1 + i?*/T= R*ker(cp’)/ker(cp’) 
--+ K*/ker(cp’) + r/u(ker(cp’)) + 1 
(R is the valuation ring, r the value group of u). Since K*/T= {T, -T) it 
is clear that the homomorphism F: K*/ker(cp’) -+ Z* x HI/H, induced by 
v’ maps i?*IT into Z* and, hence, induces an isomorphism 
r/u(ker( cp’)) --+ H,/H,,. As in [27, Proposition 5] this can be lifted to a 
homomorphism g: r-+ N,. Iffo is the signature of the total order PO, then 
fO and gv together define a chain signature f E K(K) [27, Sect. 11. Clearly, f 
determines cp’, and PO,..., P,,_ , is the beginning of the chain of higher level 
orderings belonging to f: 1 
If T is not a total order then a slightly weaker result can be proved: 
PROPOSITION 20. PO,..., P,,- ,- , is the beginning qf a chain of higher level 
orderings. 
Proof. If T is a total order then this is already contained in 
Proposition 19. So, now assume that T #z. Consider 
q”: K* w’ + U* x H,/H,,-----t Z” x H,/H,,+ ,. 
Since kerfq’) c ker(cp”) it is clear that ker(cp”) is a fan as well. By the 
definition, cp” defines the sequence PO,..., P,,+ ,- , of higher level orderings. 
Also, ker(cp”) is compatible with v. By Proposition 18 it suffices to show 
that the trivial fan induced on R by ker(cp”) is a total order. 
Suppose that E =q. Assume that P, =T; for some i 3 2. Then 
P i-1 =T also. For, P,_ I n PO I) P, n PO implies 
R* n P,- 1 nP,xR*nP,nP,. 
From z = T = E it now follows that 1 R*/R* n Pi n P, [ = 2. Hence, 
R”nP,+, nP,=R*nP,nP,, 
i.e., P,_ 1 = T. This also implies that c = z. For, otherwise 
&=py= ... q---q. 
But this contradicts the hypothesis. Thus P,- , =z. Finally, it only 
remains to show that P,- jp r =r. But this is clear since ker(cp’) = 
P ,2-j-l nP,,-, implies that P,-,pl #P,-,. 1 
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Using [ 15, Theorem 11, we now have 
COROLLARY 21. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) PO,..., P,, _ , is the beginning of a chain of higher level orderings. 
(b) ker(cp’) has a Jacob ring. 
(c) ker($) is a valuation fan [15, Dejkition 31. 
Proposition 20 can also be rephrased in terms of homomorphisms 
w,2 -+ 72 Cff,IH,I: 
COROLLARY 22. There is a canonical map 
Hom(W,,, ~CfJdff,,l)- HomVLl~ U&lfL-,I) 
whose image is the set of chain signatures of W, _ 1. 
ProoJ: Let cp: W,, --f Z[H,/H,] be an arbitrary homomorphism and 
define ‘p, as 
w,, - ~IIfwffIJ - affo/ff,-,1. 
By Proposition 20, cp i is a chain signature of W,. Since qi(&) = 1 for all 
aEK,,-,, ‘p, factors through W,- I (note that it follows from [7, 
Theorem 4.141 that the kernel of W,, --+ W,- i is generated by 1 - 6, 
UEK,,-,): 
Clearly, @ is a chain signature of W,- , . Thus, the assignment 40 -+ @ is the 
desired map. m 
Let cp: W,, + Z[H,/H,] be an epimorphism as before and also define rp’ 
as before. Again, this defines a sequence PO,..., P,-, of orderings of higher 
level in K. In Section 3 the Jacob rings of the Pi were defined. Between 
these Jacob rings there are the following connections: 
PROPOSITION 23. J(P,-,)c J(P,-,-,)c ... cJ(P,)= J(P,)=K, and 
ker( cp’) induces a trivial fan on the residue field of J(P, _ j). 
Proo$ Since PO,..., P, -I- I is the beginning of a chain of higher level 
orderings it is clear that J(P,- j- i) c . . . c J(P,). It has already been 
noted that, since ker(cp’) is a fan, there is a valuation ring R compatible 
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with ker(cp’) such that ker(q’) induces a trivial fan T= r n E on the 
residue field K [4, Theorem 3.111. Since PO,..., P,- j- 1 all induce the same 
total order F and P,,- , induces ?& on R (proof of Proposition 201, it 
follows that R c J(P,) for all i. In particular, J(P,, _ ,) is compatible with 
ker(#). Since P,, _ , induces a total order on the residue field of J(P,, -,) it 
is clear that ker(cp’) = P, n P,,- , induces a trivial fan on the residue field of 
J(P,,- ,). Thus, each Pi defines a total order on the residue field of J(P,_ ,). 
This proves the proposition. 1 
The following is now clear from the definition of the Jacob ring of a 
preordering: 
COROLLARY 24. With the same notation as above, J( P,, _ ,) is the largest 
valuation ring of K compatible with ker(cp’) such that ker($) induces a 
trivial fan on the residue field. It is also the Jacob ring of P, n P,, _ , _ 1. 
In a remark at the end of Section 1 it was pointed out that, although 
there are no isomorphisms W,, --f Wlln+ I analogous to the isomorphisms 
wi,,, + WI f l/n + I defined in Section 1 for i > 1, it is still possible to 
establish connections between the rings W,, and W,,,? + 1. A first example of 
such connections now follows from the results of this section. Again, let cp 
and cp’ be as above, (p as in the proof of Corollary 22. Moreover, let p c IV,, 
be the prime ideal corresponding to the ordering P,,_ I of higher level. 
COROLLARY 25. The chain P,,..., P,,- ,~ I of higher level orderings 
dejined by (p has J(p n WI,,,) as its Jacob ring. 
In this section it was shown that any homomorphism cp: 
W,, -+ Z[IH,/H,,] defines a fan Fc K* which is the intersection of an order- 
ing of higher level with a total order. Conversely, it follows easily from [S, 
Sect. 71 that any such fan can be used to define a homomorphism q as 
above. This also shows that, in general, there are many homomorphisms q 
which are not chain signatures. 
5. EXTENSIONS OF CHAIN SIGNATURES OF W,,, 
Considering the whole system of Witt rings Wzl,, it was noted in Section 2 
that the properties of these rings change abruptly when going from W,,, to 
W,,. For, a prime ideal of W,,, determines a chain signature in an essen- 
tially unique way whereas this is not the case with prime ideals of W,,. This 
difference between W,, and W,,, is an invitation to study the extension 
Wlln = w,, in particular to study the different ways in which a given 
homomorphism W,,, -+ Z[H,/H,] extends to a homomorphism 
wn -+ a~clI~,I. 
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The problem will be attacked in a slightly more general setting: Let VP: 
W,,n + Z[H,/H,] (n > j 3 i) be an epimorphism. The extensions of q will 
be studied. As in Section 4, q determines a homomorphism cp’: 
HK* K, --f H,* K, + Z” x HI/H,. Let Q’ be the additive closure of ker(cp’). If 
q1 is the kernel of 
then q1 extends to a prime ideal q c W,, which corresponds to an ordering 
P higher level. It is clear that (2’ c PC K*. In addition to being additively 
closed Q’ is also multiplicatively closed and is a subgroup of K* (because 
of K,, c Q’). Let J= J(q,) be the Jacob ring of q1 (Definition 15) and define 
Q to be the smallest preordering of K containing Q’ and being compatible 
with J. By Definition 15, such a preordering exists. Lemma 2.4 of [7] 
shows that Q = Q’ (1 + MJ) (M, c J is the maximal ideal). 
Let 4: W,, -+ Z[H,/H,] be an extension of cp and define 4’: 
K* -+ Z* x Ho/H,, as in Section 4. By Corollary 24, J(P,) is compatible 
with ker(@) (where PO,..., P,, is the sequence of higher level orderings 
defined by 4). Corollary 14 shows that J(P,) = J, i.e., ker(4’) is compatible 
with J. Thus, Q’c ker(4’) implies Q c ker(@). Now the remarks at the 
beginning of Section 4 imply that 4 factors through the canonical 
homomorphism W, + WQ(K): 
W,3 - ~CHo/HJ 
I I W&V - WkerdK) 
Because of this situation the Witt ring W,(K) will be investigated in this 
section. This will be done only for the case where q is a chain signature. So, 
for the rest of this section assume that q is a chain signature. The methods 
used and the results obtained are similar to those in [20, Sect. 41. 
Let J be as above and let v: K* + r be the corresponding valuation. If x 
is the residue field of J then there is an exact sequence 
1 + P/Q --& K*/Q -f--+ W(Q) -+ 1. 
It will be shown that this sequence splits. A few lemmas are required for 
this. Note that in [20, Sect. 41 the fact that the corresponding sequence 
splits is trivial since all groups which occur of exponent 2. 
LEMMA 26. ker(cp’) = Q n H,* K,. 
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Proof. Let 4 be a chain signature of W,, extending the given chain 
signature sp of W,,n. Then 4’ extends cp’ and 
ker(cp’) = ker(@) n H,, K, 3 Q n HK* K, 3 ker(cp’). 1 
Since cp is a chain signature 50’ maps H,, into Z* and K, into H,/H,. 
Thus, for a E H,* and b E K, it is clear that cp’(ab) = (1,Q) if and only if 
q’(a) = 1 and cp’(b) = 0. Using Lemma 25, one finds 
H//H,, (‘i-‘* K,/K, n Q a KQ/Q - K*/Q, 
Let F, c K*/Q be a cyclic subgroup of maximal order containing KiQ/Q. 
LEMMA 27. 6 1 F,: F, -+ r/v(Q) is injective. 
Proqf K, Q/Q is cyclic of order 2”- ‘. Because of K,, c Q every element 
of K*/Q has a power of 2 as its order. In particular, F, is cyclic of order 2’ 
for some r Z n - j. Hence, any nontrivial subgroup of F, has a nontrivial 
intersection with K,Q/Q. Thus, if V / F, has a nontrivial kernel then the 
same is true for V 1 K,Q/Q. However, V 1 K,Q/Q is injective: Assume that 
x E K, is such that v(x) E u(Q), i.e., there is some a E J* and some q F Q with 
a=xq. Since q = q’(1 +m) with q’E Q’, HEMP, it follows that 
~‘=a(1 +m)-‘EJ* and a’=xq’. Write q’=q, + ... +qJ with qk Eker(cp’) 
for all k. Then each qk can be written as qhqt where qk E H,, n ker(qn’), 
q; GKi n ker(q’). One may assume that xq, E J*. This implies 
xq;l E J* n K, c ker(cp’), i.e., x E ker(cp’) c Q. 1 
LEMMA 28. v(Q) c r*’ and iT(K, Q/Q) = r”‘/v( Q). 
ProoJ: Pick x E Q and write 
x=(h,y1 + ... +h,y,)(l +z) 
with h, E H,, n Q, yk E K, n Q, z E M,. Since v is compatible with Q, 
V(X) = max{v(h, yk) I k). 
Hence, there is some k such that 
v(x) = v(hk) u( yk) = v(yA) E u(Kj) = r2’. 
This proves the first assertion. As for the second part, note that every 
element of K,Q/Q is of the form xQ with x E K,. Thus, C(KjQ/Q) c 
T”/u(Q). On the other hand, every y~r” is of the ‘form v(x)*’ for some 
x E K*. Thus, yv(Q) = U(x2’Q) E V(K,Q/Q). j 
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Set Fz = C(F,). Clearly, F2 is a pure subgroup of r//v(Q). By [16, p. 18, 
Theorem 71, F2 is a direct summand of r/v(Q): T/v(Q) = F2 @ Fx. Since 
is a subgroup (Lemma 28) we also get 
r/r”z FJ(l-“iv(Q)) @ F3, 
Since T/r*’ is a free Z/25?-module this shows that FS is a free Z/2?- 
module. 
PROPOSITION 29. There is an isomorphism 
o = (A, 6): K*/Q - P/Qxr/v(Q). 
Proo$ If suffices to show that the exact sequence introduced before 
Lemma 26 splits. Thus, we have to define a section for G. Since we have the 
direct decomposition r/v(Q) = F2 @ F3 it is enough to define a section on 
each direct summand. For F2 this is easy: Let s1 : F2 + K*/Q be the inverse 
of the isomorphism 17 1 F, : F, -+ r/v(Q) (Lemma 27). Now let 
bw(Q) I 14 b e a basis for F3 and pick t, E K”, 1 EL, such that 
U(t,Q) = y,v(Q). Since each y,v(Q) has order 2’ it follows that t,Q has order 
at least 2’. (K*/Q)/F, is a Z/25?-module. But then we see that t?Q E F,. 
This implies V(tT’Q) = yyv(Q) E F2 n F3 = ( 1 }. By injectivity of V 1 F, we 
conclude that t:Q = 1 in K*/Q. Thus, 
F4 = ((t,Q I IEL)+K*IQ 
is a subgroup which is mapped isomorphically onto F3 by V. If s2 is the 
inverse of this isomorphism then s1 and s2 together split the sequence. 
Hence, there is also a splitting map A: K*/Q -+ i?/Q which, in connection 
with I?, gives the desired isomorphism. 1 
Just as in [20, Theorem 4.21 this isomorphism can be used to prove 
THEOREM 30. With (T as in Proposition 29, 
We(K) - w,(K)[r/v(Q)]:i%-+ &&lWQ)l 
is a ring isomorphism. 
We omit the proof of this result since it is so similar to the proof of [20, 
Theorem 4.21 that no new difficulties arise. Also it has been pointed out to 
me by Becker and Rosenberg that a proof can be extracted from their 
paper [7] by the use of residue class forms [7, Sect. 23. 
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Finally, in this section we return to the question of extending chain 
signatures. Let cp be a chain signature of W,,,. cp yields the preordering Q 
and there is the ring isomorphism WQWP f+'&W/4QJl of 
Theorem 30. Here, Wn(R) is the usual reduced Witt ring of R with respect 
to the preordering Q of level 1, and T/u(Q) is the direct sum of a cyclic 
group of order 2” for some m and a group of exponent 2. 
Let v: W,, -+ W,(K) be the natural map, let $: W, --+ Z[H,/H,] be a 
homomorphism extending 40. From the remarks at the beginning of this 
section (i.e., the definition of Q) it is clear that 4 factors through v to give a 
diagram 
By comparing the kernels of p and ve (just as in the proof of Lemma 17), 
one sees that there is a monomorphism p: Z[H,/H,] -+ W,(K) making the 
diagram commutative. Moreover, the image of H,/H, under p is $K,Q/Q). 
Now all extensions of cp can be determined by making two chaises: Choose 
a homomorphism W,(R) -+ Z, and choose a homomorphism T/u(Q) -+ 
HO/H,, such that the composition with p gives the inclusion HI/H,, -+ 
Ho lH,z. 
6. PSEUDO-CHAINS 
In Section 5 it was shown how all the homomorphisms #K 
W,, -+ Z[H,/H,] extending a given chain signature cp: W,, -+ Z[Hj/H,] 
(40 surjective and j < n) can be determined. 
DEFINITION 31. A homomorphism 4: W, -+ Z [ Ho/H,] is a pseudo- 
chain if 4 / W,,, is a chain signature. 
Pseudo-chains, in particular the relations with chain signatures, will be 
investigated more closely in this section. Let K( W,,) be the set of chain 
signatures of W,,,, K’( W,) the set of pseudo-chains of W,,. 
For 4 E Hom( W,, Z[H,/H,]) let 6 be the canonical image of 4 under 
the map of Corollary 24. With this notation we’have the following charac- 
terization of pseudo-chains: 
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PROPOSITION 32. The following statements are equivalent: 
(a) 4 is a pseudo-chain. 
(b) The kernels of 
WrzxdH,) - W,, ’ ’ ~CHolH,,l 
W,,,(ff,) - W,,- I ’ ’ ~[lHoIH,~-,I 
agree. 
(cl d( Wr,,(H,)) = z 
ProoJ: If q5 is a chain signature then it is immediate from the definition 
of the ring W,,,,, = W,,,(H,) that q5( W,,,,,) = Z. Using this and Corollary 22, 
one sees that for any 4 the image 4 has the property that q5( W,,(H,)) = L. 
Now suppose that (a) holds. Then 4 1 W,,,(H,) is the restriction of a chain 
signature and, hence, (c) holds. Next assume that (c) holds. Then 
Wd I Wred(HK)) = ker(d I Wred(HK)) are both minimal prime ideals of 
W,,,(H,), and (b) is proved. Finally we show that (b) implies (a): q5 
defines prime ideals p,&, c W,,,,, for all 0 < i, j 6 m 6 n. (Compare with the 
notation introduced before Theorem 11.) By the results of Section 2 it 
suffices to show that 
OP;+,,,,)= P?,i, 
for i = l,..., n - 1. Since d is known to be chain signature it suffices to prove 
E~YP;+,,,J = p:;;? I 
for all i By the definition of E and by (b) the diagram 
W 1111 ~ - w,, ~ 1 -- ~IIHoIH,, - I 1 1 +H,,-I 
I 
t 
I I 
w, + i/n - w,, - L CHoIHn1 2+Hn 
commutes. This implies the claim. u 
COROLLARY 33. The following statements are equivalent: 
(a) Every homomorphism 4: W,, --) Z[H,/H,,] is a pseudo-chain. 
(b) W,,,(H,) has only one signature. 
ProoJ: (b) + (a) is clear from Proposition 32. Conversely, suppose that 
W,,,(H,) has more than one signature. By [25, Sect. 31, for each signature 
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there is a place of the field K into the real numbers. For each such place 
there is a total order compatible with the place. So, there are total orders 
T,, T, of K inducing different signatures of W,,(H,). As was shown 
in Section 4, the trivial fan T, n T2 defines a homomorphism qk 
W,, + Z[H,/H,,] which is no pseudo-chain by Proposition 32. I 
Note that fields having the property that there is only one signature on 
Wred( HK) have been investigated in [ 12, 251. 
Now let p c Wlirl be a prime ideal, q: W,,, -+ Z[H,/H,] a chain 
signature defining p, 4: W, -+ Z[H,JH,] a pseudo-chain extending cp, 4: 
W ,,- I --f ZIHo/H,,-l] the induced chain signature (Corollary 22). It is 
already clear from Corollary 25 that there are some connections between 6 
and p. This will be investigated in more detail now. 
In Section 1 it was shown that Wl,,, and Wi+ r,,, + , are isomorphic if i >, 1. 
This was done by using the canonical direct decomposition 
H,e KJK,, = H,* K,/K,, @ K,/K, 
of the multiplicative group H,, KJK,, of additive generators of Wtl12. 
Although there is no canonical way of decomposing the group K*/K, _ I of 
additive generators of W,- 1, it turns out to be basic for the investigation 
of connections between W,,- 1 and W,,,, to determine direct decompositions 
of K”JK,,- 1. 
Since K*/K, is a group of exponent 2 there is an epimorphism 
s: K*/K, + H,,KI/K, such that 
H,, K, JK, C K”/K, S HP K, IK, 
is the identity. Using the commutative diagram 
HdLlK,, - K*IK, 
I I 
H,, K,IK, t K*/K, 
one finds S: KS/K, -+ H,, K,/K,, such that 
HP K IK - K*JK, s ff~*KnIKn 
is the identity. S determines a direct decomposition 
KS/K, = H,, KJK,, Q K,IK,, 
It is important to note that K, depends on the choice of S, hence, 
ultimately on the choice of s. Of course, there are many possible choices 
for s. 
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Since W, is an epimorphic image of Z[K*/K,] [7, Sect. 41, it follows 
from the above direct decomposition that W,, is an epimorphic image of 
W,,,(H,)[K*/H,*K,] z W,,,(H,)[K,,/K,,] as well. If S is given then let 
a(S): W,,,(H,)[K*/H,*K,J + W,,,(H,)[K,,/K,] be the isomorphism 
determined by S, p(S): W,.,,(H,)[K,/K,J --t W, the epimorphism. 
PROPOSITION 34. If 4: W, --+ Z[H,/H,] is a pseudo-chain then S and 
the direct decomposition K”/K, = HK* K, /K, @ KO/K, can be chosen such 
that d(8) E H,/H,f or all a E KO. For any two such decompositions given by S 
and S’ the composite homomorphisms q@?(S) a(S) and @(A”) a(S) agree. 
ProoJ: 4 determines 4’: K*IK,, + Z* x HO/H, (see Sect. 4) which fits 
into the diagram 
s can be chosen such that 
Z*xH,,/H, - Z” 
is commutative. This implies that 
K”IK, ---% H,* KJK,, 
i 
4’ 
I 
Z* x HO/H,, - z* 
is also commutative, i.e., #(ker(S)) = d’(K,/K,) c HO/H,,. This proves the 
first part of the proposition. 
Now let S and S’ be chosen according to the first part of the proposition. 
Let K*/K, = H,, KJK, @ K,/K,, and K*/K, = H,* KJK,, 0 KbIK, be the 
corresponding direct decompositions. Let T and T be the sections of the 
canonical epimorphism K*/K, + K*/H,,K,, determined by S and 5”. Since 
&?(S) a(S) and dp(S’) a(S’) clearly agree on W,,,(H,) with the restriction 
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of 4, it suffices to show that they also agree on K*/H,, K,. So, pick x E K” 
and let X E K*/H,, K,, be the canonical image. Define 
j= T(X)/T’(X)E HK*K,/K, c K*/K,,. 
If y E H,* K, represents j then it follows that 4(p) = 1 (for, T(R) E K,/K,, 
T’(2) E Kh/K, and, by choice of S and S’, &(K,JK,) and #‘(Kb/K,) are 
contained in HO/H,). Now one computes 
~B(s)a(s)(C-YI)=QP(S)(CT(r)l)=P(~~) 
=S(~T%,=C$(~)&TG)) 
= 4PW’) dS’)( C21). I 
From now on assume that n > 2. 
LEMMA 35. q: K* -+ K*JK,,: x --f 2’ has kernel HK*K,,- 1 and image 
Hz K*l/K,,. Hence it induces an isomorphism K*/H,, K,, _ 1 -+ Hz K*‘/K,,. 
ProoJ: Suppose that xL! E K,, = Hgfl-’ [4, Theorem 1.91, i.e., xz = yz2 
with YE HK+, ‘EC-~. This implies (x/z)’ = y E Hi. Since H, is integrally 
closed it follows that x/z E HK*, i.e., x = (x/z),- E HK* K,,- L. On the other 
hand, H,, K,,_ , is clearly in the kernel of q. The image of q is Ke2K,,/Kfi. 
However, [4, Theorem 1.91 shows that K, = HK+Kf’-’ which proves the 
claim. fi 
Now we apply the results proved so far in the following setting: (p: 
W ,I- 1 -+ Z[ HO/H,,_ ,] is a pseudo-chain. We choose S: K*/K,,_ 1 -+ 
H,, K,, _, /K,, _, according to Proposition 34. The isomorphism of 
Lemma 35 leads to an isomorphism 
Wr,,(H,KK*IH,~Kn- ,I + ~w.,W,PGK*2/KJ = W,,,(H,)L’K,lKJ 
Together with the isomorphism 
JTHolH,,-,I -zCff~/H,,l: 1 +H,,-, -+2+-H, 
this can be used to transfer the homomorphism Ifi t%(S) of 
Propositon 34 as shown by the diagram 
W,,(H,)CK*IH,* K ~ II- Wred WdCHK+K*2/K1 c Wre,(H,)CK,/‘KJ 
I 
O(.n4S) 
W Y(4) r* - 1 
I 
c 
ZCHoIHn-,I - ZCH,lff,l 
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THEOREM 36. If 4 is a chain signature then y(4) extends to 
d(4) factors through W,,,, : 
(where v is the canonical epimorphism). Zf Ic, is a pseudo-chain of W, with 
$ = 4 then ~(4) = t,b ) W,,,. I II particular, ~(4) is a chain signature. 
Remark. If $, C: W,, -+ Z[H,/H,] are pseudo-chains such that $ = r 
(cf. Corollary 22) then $ 1 W,,, =X I W,,n. This restriction can be deter- 
mined from the above diagrams if $ is known. 
Proof of Theorem 36. There exist pseudo-chains (even chain signatures) 
of W,, inducing 4. Let $ be a pseudo-chain of W,, such that rj =q% Let 
$ = $ 1 W,,.,. Then it is claimed that the following diagram commutes: 
Since $ is a pseudo-chain this is clear from Proposition 32 as far as the 
restriction to W,,,(H,) is concerned. Picking a direct decomposition of 
K*/K,,- , as in Proposition 34 the rest follows by an easy computation. 
This already proves the existence of d(4) and ~(4) and also that ~(4) is a 
chain signature. It only remains to show that d uniquely determines II/. 
So, let $: W,, + 2?‘[H,/H,,] be a pseudo-chain with $ = 4. Let P be the 
fan of K determined by d, let Q c K* be the higher level ordering deter- 
mined by y,$. Then Corollary 25 and Definition 15 show that J(Q) = 
J(q) = J(P) (where q c W,,n is the minimal prime ideal belonging to Q). Set 
J= J(q). P and Q define total orders F, Q on the residue field R of J. Thus, 
ifx=x:+ ... + xf E K, then one may assume that x = xf( 1 + y< + . . + yf) 
with all Y,EJ and with jePnQ where y=l+y:+ ... t-y:. But this 
implies I/J(~) = $(q),, i.e., $ is completely determined by its restriction to 
W,,,(H,) and by its restriction to HK+K*2/K,. However, these data are all 
completely determined by d. 1 
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Let 
27, c Specmin( kv,) x . . . x Specmin( WJ 
be the set of all sequences of prime ideals defined by chain signatures. 
Similarly, let 
I7:, c Specmin( IV,) x . . . x Specmin( W,,) 
be all the sequences of prime ideals determined by pseudo-chains of W,,. By 
Proposition 20 the projection 
p,, :Specmin( W,) x . . . x Specmin( W,,) 
--t Specmin( W,) x . . . x Specmin( W,, _ , ) 
onto the first n components maps Z7:, onto IZ,, ~, . Let 
z,,: Specmin( W,) x .‘. x Specmin( W,,) --f Specmin( W,,) 
be the projection onto the last component. Moreover, let 
pli: Specmin( W,,) + Specmin( W, .rl): p -+ p n W,!,, 
be the restriction. In Theorem 36 it was shown how one can associate a 
chain signature ~(4) of WI,,, with a chain signature 4 of W,,+ , Since chain 
signatures of W,,- , and W,,,, defining the same sequence of prime ideals 
differ only by automorphisms of Z[H,/H,, _ ,] and Z[H, /H,,], it is clear 
that this also defines a map 
Iz ,I- 1 -+ Specmin( W,,,) x . . . x Specmin( W,,,,). 
Let A,, be the composition of this map with the projection 
Specmin( W,,, ) x . . . x Specmin( Wlln) -+ Specmin( Wlirl) 
onto the last component. By Theorem 36 the diagram 
I 
I,, ! 
;-I, 
Specmin( W,,) --f!!-+ Specmin( W1,,J 
is commutative. This diagram can be used to determine Il:,: 
THEOREM 37. The above diagram is a pull-back diagram in the category 
of sets. 
ProoJ Pick p = (p,,,..., P,~ _ , ) E 17, _ 1 and pn E Specmin( W,) such that 
I.,I(p) = p,,(p,,). Let 4: W,,- 1 -+ Z[H,/H,,- ,] be a chain signature defining 
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p and let tj: W,, -+ O(2”) be a signature defining p,,. Then 9 determines a 
fan P c K* and $ determines an ordering P,, of higher level. 
Claim. [P,, : P n P,?] < 2. 
ProoJ: Pick x, YE P,,\P. It must be shown that xy~ P. Let 
K*IK,,- I = H,JG - ,lK- 10 K,IK,_ , 
be a direct decomposition according to Proposition 34. Then x and y can 
be written in the form 
x=xlx2x3, Y=YlY2Y3 with xl, yI EH~*,x~, Y, EK,,-,,x~, Y, E&. 
Then we have rj($;‘, = + 1, $(.G)= + 1, and r/(x’;‘) = e(z) e(G). 
Moreover, d(G) = $($) and 4&j = 1. Since cj(K,/K+ ,) c Ho/H,,+, and 
since i,,(p) = p,,(p,,), it follows from $(x’;s) = $((x$$ ^) = 1 that d(G) = 1. 
By hypothesis d(z) # 1, and this implies 
-1 = &a) = (b(C),. 
Similarly, -1 = 40. Altogether this proves that 4(-G) = 1, i.e., xy E P. The 
claim is proved. 
Case 1. Suppose that P,, = P n P,,. Then P,, c P, and since P,, is an 
ordering of higher level it follows that P,, = P. By the definition of P this 
implies that P,, = P is a total order, and the entire sequence p. ,..., p+, , P,~ 
of prime ideals is determined by this total order. Thus, the sequence is 
determined by the chain signature ( = signature) of this total order. 
Case 2. Suppose that P,, # P n P,, If P,, is a total order then the same 
is true for P. The fan P n P,, can now be used to define a pseudo-chain 
determining P and P,, (cf. Sect. 4). If P,, is not a total order then P is a 
preorder contained in a total order P,. From [P,, : P n P,?] = 2 it follows 
that P n P,, = P, n P,, By the remark at the end of Section 4 it suffices to 
show that P, n P,, is a fan. Let J be the Jacob ring of P. By Corollary 25, J 
is also the Jacob ring of p,,(p,,) = i,,(p), hence also the Jacob ring of P,,. 
Thus, P n P,, is compatible with J and induces a trivial fan on the residue 
field. But then PA P,, is a fan as well [S, Lemma 2.41. This finishes the 
proof. 1 
Using the Zariski topology one turns all the sets of the diagram of 
Theorem 37 into topological spaces. Then it is easily verified that all the 
maps of the diagram are also continuous. 
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